Enabling End-Users to Implement Larger Block-Based Programs
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ABSTRACT
Block-based programming, already popular in computer science education, has been successfully used to make programming accessible to end-users in applied domains such as the field of robotics. Most prior work in these domains has examined smaller programs that are usually simple and fit a single screen. However, real block-based programs often grow larger and, because end-users are unlikely to break them down into separate functions, they often become unwieldy. In our study, we introduce a function-centric block-based environment to help end-users write programs that require a large number of blocks. Through a user study with 92 users, we evaluated our approach and found that while users could successfully complete smaller tasks with and without our approach, they were both quicker and more successful with our function-centric method when tackling larger tasks. This work demonstrates that adding scaffolding can encourage the systematic use of functions, enabling end-users to write larger programs with block-based programming environments, which can contribute to the solution of more complex tasks in applied domains.
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1 PROBLEM OUTLINE
Programming has become an integral part of the work of millions of employees. However, as statistics of the US Department of Labor [13] show, most of these employees are not professional developers. They are end-user programmers who have not generally received formal education or training for performing programming-related tasks. Because end-user programmers have little programming experience and knowledge, they need tools that are specifically designed with their needs in mind [4, 17]. The most popular form of beginner-friendly programming tools are block-based programming environments. Block-based environments combine simplified high-level programming languages with a user interface that uses visual blocks to represent program syntax and a drag and drop interface to enable the blocks to be intuitively composed. These mechanisms allow blocks to avoid many of the frustrations that beginner programmers traditionally experience [9].

While block-based environments were originally conceived for computer science education [9], they have been demonstrated to support end-user programmers in other domains. For example, end-users have automated their homes [6], developed augmented reality apps [10], and programmed industrial robots [16] using block-based environments. Previous evaluations of end-users creating block-based programs found them to be easy to learn and use [6, 10, 14, 15], but these evaluations were almost exclusively based on small programs that fit on a single screen. Code that fits on a single screen without scrolling is easier to understand; linting and coding styles have long been used to restrict the length of coding units in professional software development [1, 3, 5]. Thus, to write a longer program that is still understandable, developers decompose their program into short, related units of functionality (i.e., functions), which requires experience and expertise that end-users may not typically have.

Although most block-based environments provide procedural abstractions, end-users rarely structure their programs using these abstractions. Instead, they create programs that exhibit properties commonly understood to be problematic, like long methods and code clones [8, 11]. While block-based languages support abstraction and decomposition in theory, they do little to encourage their use, and so end-users do not decompose their programs, even though decomposition is crucial when creating larger programs. This work addresses this issue and presents a domain-specific block-based programming environment that makes program decomposition accessible to end-users in the field of robotics. Inspired by previous work on block-based industrial robot programming [16], we chose the programming of mobile robots as our use case, as these robots are commonly used in warehouses and in small manufacturing facilities and could potentially be programmed by end-users [12]. Although the mobile robot tasks we chose were conceptually simple—moving boxes from station to station or re-arranging a stack of boxes—successful completion required programs larger than a single screen (50+ blocks), which would naturally be better solved using functions.
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2 APPROACH OUTLINE

We propose a programming system for mobile robots that supports functions in a scaffolded style. We believe that domain-specific scaffolding can provide explicit support for users as they apply functional decomposition to their program. Figure 1 shows our system, which features a strict one-level hierarchy of domain-specific functions, which we call tasks. Tasks are always assigned to a single, localized workstation and only contain commands that the robot can carry out within the scope of that workstation. Our system further supports this hierarchical design with an environment that splits the programming environment into side-by-side canvases, where one provides the user with an overview of their program and the other shows the content of the currently selected task.

Our hypothesis is that this scaffolded approach to program decomposition and code navigation offers end-users a simplified, yet powerful way to structure their programs. Unlike previous approaches [2], this structure does not require the end-users to perform the Hard Mental Operation of manually setting up and maintaining such a hierarchy.

3 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

To gather insights on how end-users structure their programs in traditional block-based environments, and to compare our approach to the traditional way of programming, we conducted a randomized online experiment. We recruited 92 end-user participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and randomly assigned each participant to use either our scaffolded programming environment or a similar, traditional block-based programming environment. We asked participants to complete three interactive tutorials that taught them how to use the respective systems and how to use functions and tasks to structure their programs. We then asked participants to complete a series of three tasks with increasing difficulty to determine if and how they could solve each task. The first task was small enough to fit on a single screen while the other two were longer. The second task was substantially easier to identify program structure than the third one.

In line with previous studies, we found that end-users from both cohorts performed well on the first task that fit on a single screen. For the second task, we found that 60% of those participants that used a traditional programming environment did structure their programs, and 69% of those chose a structure that was aligned with our scaffolded approach. For the final task, only 28% of the participants using a traditional environment structured their programs, with no clearly dominating style present. Despite a median length of 65 blocks per program, the remaining participants wrote their entire program as a single, linear sequence of commands.

Overall, participants who structured their programs performed substantially better. Those participants who used the scaffolded environment that required them to structure their programs had a 20% higher success rate in the second task and a 29% higher success rate for the third task. We therefore conclude that the scaffolded environment helped participants significantly when they solved larger programming tasks.
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